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Figure 16. Branching visible in conifers at Moses Inlet. The

inverted view of the trees is due to the use of the in-track
stereo image pair. Here, the backward looking image was used.

Figure 15. Using heads-up digitizing approaches, lengths of

the decked logs observed in Figure 14 can be measured.
Selected log measurements are overlaid in red.

2.3.3 COARSEWOODYDEBRISMEASUREMENTS

One key potential application for the sub-metre satellite imagery
could be to measure the amount of Coarse Woody Debris

(CWD) left within cutblocks. There are provincial government
guidelines regarding the amount of CWD that is allowable within

a site. Through the use of the sub-metre satellite imagery,
Ministry staff could use these images to check remote areas,

saving time and money.

A Hesquiat cutblock that is visible on both the 2007 and the

2009 satellite imagery was selected to measure CWD. The 2007
imagery is from the IKONOS satellite at 81cm spatial resolution

and the 2009 imagery is from GeoEye-1 at 50cm spatial
resolution. A subsection of the full cutblock (Figure 17) was

selected for analysis due to cloud cover in other areas of the
2007 image. The subsection images (Figures 18 and 19) cover

an area 255m wide x 194m high.

Figure 17.Cutblock selected for CWD analysis, with measurement
subsection marked in red (2009 image).

Figure 18. 2007 CWDmeasurement area from the IKONOS image.

Figure 19. 2009 CWD measurement area from the GeoEye-1
image.
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The measurements were undertaken using heads-up digitizing
on the monoscopic orthorectified images. Table 4 provides
information on the CWD measured for each image.

Three times more logs could be measured and digitized in the
0.5m GeoEye-1 imagery than in the earlier IKONOS imagery.
This directly impacts the total length of logs reported as CWD.
Histograms of the distribution of the log lengths measured
from both dates are shown in Figure 20. From the histograms
it appears that the 2009 imagery allows logs of a greater
variation in log length to be measured, as well as producing a
more bell-shaped curve, which could indicate a better measure
of average length of logs left in the cutblock.

The digitized log features from both dates of imagery are shown
in Figure 21. In the 2007 imagery, the coarser spatial resolution
made it difficult to digitize logs other than those that appeared
as very bright objects in the image. However, in the 2009
imagery, less-bright logs could also be differentiated from the
background features and be digitized.

2.4 PHOTOGRAMMETRICANALYSIS

2.4.1 DATA IMPORT

The KLT softcopy photogrammetric software was used for
the stereo setup and viewing (www.kltassoc.com). Information
on setup methodology is available through the previous year’s
report (Kliparchuk, K., D. Collins and D. Challenger, 2007).

2.4.2 SATELLITE IMAGEAEROTRIANGULATION

The GeoStereo GeoEye-1 imagery is supplied with Rational
Polynomial Coefficients (RPC) files, which contain a series of
coefficients used to describe the relationship between the image
as it existed when captured and the Earth’s surface. The
information in the RPC files is needed to determine “interior”
and “exterior” orientation, as well as supplemental information
such as the geographic coordinates associated with the
coordinates of the imagery.

As GeoEye Corp indicated that the ephemeris information for
GeoEye-1 is accurate to 6m LE90 vertically and 4m CE90
horizontally (for a mapping scale of 1:5,000), we did not apply
additional GCPs from a basic level hand-held GPS. When this
image was overlaid on the IKONOS image from 2007 the two
datasets coincided approximately +/- 3m for most areas.

Number of Min Log Max Log Mean Log Total Log

Logs Identified Length Length Length Length

2007 54 4.50m 20.42m 9.37m 505.74m

2009 159 2.55m 25.60m 8.27m 1315.14m

Table 4. Log measurements of CWD analysis from 2007 and
2009 images.

Figure 20. Frequency distribution histogram of log length:

2007 at top, 2009 at bottom.

Figure 21. Distribution of coarse woody debris (CWD)

measured from 2007 and 2009 imagery.
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2.4.3 PHOTOGRAMMETRICCOMPILATION

For this project, the following types of features were
photogrammetrically compiled:

• spot heights and breaklines (for the generation of a Digital
Elevation Model – DEM) from the Hesquiat image
(landscape);

• landslide features from the Hesquiat image (landscape);

• forest cover stands from theHesquiat and Moses Inlet images.

2.4.3.1 DIGITALELEVATIONMODEL - HESQUIAT

A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was previously produced
by a photogrammetrist using the natural colour imagery acquired
in 2007. With the higher spatial resolution GeoEye-1 satellite
image from 2009, this area was recompiled to produce a new
DEM for comparison. Spot heights were sampled approximately
every 40 m with additional locations marked at break lines
(i.e., areas of steep change in slope). The area of interest is
shown in Figure 22.

The spot heights and break lines were saved as 3D AutoCAD
files and imported into ArcGIS. A TIN model function was
used to convert the points into a DEM with 10x10m grid cells.
This process was applied to both the 2007 and the 2009 data.
The two DEMs (Table 5, Figure 23) were subtracted (2007
minus 2009) to produce a differenced grid (Figure 24). Statistics
were calculated on the minimum, maximum, mean, median
and standard deviation values for the grid difference values, in
order to make an estimate of repeatability of compilation.

Figure 22. The area for spot height and break line collection (UTM Zone 9, NAD83).

GeoEye-1 2009 stereo pair

Minimum 137.774

Maximum 1081.06

Mean 502.501

Standard Deviation 180.136

IKONOS 2007 stereo pair

Minimum 128.336

Maximum 1073.04

Mean 490.858

Standard Deviation 178.983

Differenced grid

Minimum -94.6501

Maximum 28.851

Mean -11.739

Standard Deviation 10.8496

Table 5. DEM statistics (in metres) for GeoEye-1 2009 and

IKONOS 2007 stereo pairs and the resulting differenced grid.
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In Figure 24, most of the catchment is region “grey”, indicating

minimal difference between grids. The largest differences
between DEMs are in the negative values, which represent

2009 height values larger than 2007 values (2007 – 2009 =
difference grid). The large negative values occur both on the

north and south sides of the drainage area. These areas have
both flat valleys and steep-sided slopes. It could be that the

2009 GeoEye-1 image height values are slightly more accurate
due to the smaller pixel size, allowing a more accurate elevation

point to be captured on the ground surface.

Overall, the statistics between the two DEMs are quite similar,

which indicates repeatability of DEM generation and possibly
minimal differences in accuracy of height collection regardless

of pixel size. Also, the longer and deeper shadows in the
GeoEye-1 image could be contributing to errors in surface

elevation in the middle values, e.g., 2.89 to -24.17m.

2.4.3.2 LANDSLIDES - HESQUIAT

In the authors’ previous study (Kliparchuk, K., D. Collins and C.

Martineau, 2008), they generated a Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) from their 2006 and 2007 stereo IKONOS natural colour

imagery for a large landslide in the Hesquiat area. The authors

Figure 24. Difference between the GeoEye-1 and IKONOS
DEMs. Difference values in metres.Figure 23. Stereo GeoEye-1 (top) and IKONOS (bottom)

derived DEMs and contours. Elevation values are in metres.
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reported that most of the slide area appeared to remain unchanged
during that time. There was an area in the southeastern corner
of the slide area that had higher values in the 2007 dataset,
which could be a possibly represent a small slump.

Using the 2009 GeoEye-1 stereo imagery, the landslide area
was recompiled to produce a new DEM to compare against
the 2007 IKONOS-derived DEM. The spot heights and break
lines were sampled between 4-9m within the slide area and
15m around the slide area margins. The spot heights and break
lines were saved as 3D AutoCAD files. The break lines were
saved as points and then both point files were imported into
ArcGIS. A TIN model algorithm was used to convert the

points into a DEM with 3x3m grid cells. The spot heights and
break line points and image are shown in Figure 25.

The 2009 DEM was subtracted from the 2007 DEM (Table
6, Figure 26). Statistics were generated from the differenced
grid for those cell values that were inside the red coloured
polygon (which is overlaid on both DEMs)(Table 7, Figure 27).

Positive values in the differenced grid represent areas that had
more soil in 2007 than in the 2009 measurement. Negative
values represent areas that had less soil in 2007 compared to
the 2009 measurement. We note that there is some variation
in the stereo setups between the two dates of images. From
the setups, we determined that there was approximately a 3m

Figure 25. Spot heights and break line points on the left and image on the right; top pair - 2007 data, bottom pair - 2009 data.
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variation in height throughout the images. The mean value for
the differenced grid is -4.4775m, which is very near to the 3m
variation that we observed. It could be argued that the mean
variation in the differenced grid, +/- 3m, could represent areas
of no change between the two dates.

Visually, it appears from the differenced grid colouring, that
there has been a loss of soil from the western and northern
edges of the landslide, with an accumulation of soil primarily
at the bottom (southern) end of the landslide. The positive
grid values and the negative values were separately summed
and multiplied by the area of a grid cell to derive a volume of
soil lost and volume of soil gained within the landslide area.

2007 data

Minimum 120.825

Maximum 665.518

Mean 381.379

Standard Deviation 162.299

2009 data

Minimum 126.071

Maximum 668.352

Mean 385.857

Standard Deviation 161.023

Table 6. Descriptive statistics for 2007 and 2009 DEM data.

Minimum -18.5064

Maximum 6.44476

Mean -4.4775

Standard Deviation 3.45101

Table 7. Descriptive statistics for the differenced grid.

Figure 26. Elevation grids in slide area: 2007 grid at left, 2009 grid at right (values are in metres).

Figure 27. Differenced grid: 2009 grid subtracted from the

2007 grid (values are in metres).
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2007 Grid Height (m)
High : 705

Low : 113

2009 Grid Height (m)
High : 705

Low : 113

Difference Grid Height (m)

High : 16.9

Low : -37.5
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Volume of soil gained 365,557.4

Volume of soil lost 12,139.8

Figure 28. Approximate 2007 polygon boundary for landslide overlaid on the 2009 ortho imagery.

Those values are shown in Table 8. Due to the 3m variation in
stereo setup, all values between -4.4775 +/- 3m were not
counted as a loss or a gain.

The amount of soil gained is significantly larger than the amount
of soil lost. We do not know if this is due to the edges of the
landslide slumping, or if this is an artifact between the two
stereo image setups for DEM compilation. Visually we cannot
see a significant change in the margins of the landslide.

Figure 28 shows the approximate boundary digitized from the
2007 orthoimage, overlaid on top of the 2009 image. Very
little difference is evident between the 2007 polygon boundary
and the 2009 image.

2.4.3.3 FOREST COVER –HESQUIAT INLETAND

MOSES INLET

A Registered Professional Forester (RPF) undertook forest
cover interpretation of the Hesquiat Inlet and Moses Inlet
stereo pairs in 3D using the natural colour RGB composite
and the false colour near infrared (NIR) composite.

The following are some general comments from the RPF’s
perspective on viewing and working with the stereo GeoEye-1
images.

Table 8. Possible soil loss and gain within the differenced

grid (in cubic metres).

Advantages of the natural colour GeoEye-1 images:

•The newer satellite imagery enables the user to view the stands
at a much smaller scale than the previous (2007) satellite
images. The resolution at the smaller scales continues to allow
the user to view branching patterns of the timber types when
typing out species changes. The viewing scale also allows the
user to zoom down to an acceptable level of viewing while
examining cut blocks for logging waste and silviculture activity.

• The quality of the images is excellent, even though the time
of year the photos were taken was not ideal, being in late fall
resulting in large shadows on hillsides and shadows within
some stands.

• While working with the photos, the user is able to enhance
the colour scale to his/her preference.

• Satellite imagery covers a greater extent of land base compared
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with standard digital photos.

Advantages of the colour NIR imagery:

• The colour NIR satellite photos are useful in the capturing
of deciduous versus conifer stands. This would be helpful in
areas such as cut block regeneration.

• It appears that the colour NIR photos would be able to
capture speciesmortality among conifers, such as yellow cedar
and hemlock in areas of occurrence.

• One suggested use of the colour NIR imagery would be to
capture conifer timber volumes in the understory of deciduous
stands during leaf-off – for example, large stands of aspen
or cottonwood where spruce is the secondary species.

Disadvantages of the GeoEye-1 imagery overall:

• Satellite imagery can only be viewed or used on specialized
equipment. The majority of inventory consultants use select
3D viewing systems that only support digital photos. In a
time of cost savings it would not be realistic for the majority
of consultants to purchase new equipment that enables them
to view the imagery. Currently the Ministry of Forests and
Range does not support any 3D viewing systems.

Disadvantages of the colour NIR imagery:

• The colour NIR does not allow for the same scales of viewing
as the regular imagery. Distortion occurs at the smaller viewing
scales.

• Colour NIR is not a useful tool for the delineation of
coniferous stands and would not be useful for everyday
inventory work (unless trying to capture conifer under the
canopy of deciduous stands).

2.4.3.4 FORESTANALYSIS AND INVENTORY USING

SATELLITE-INTERPRETEDPOLYGONSONEXISTING

FOREST COVERMAPS

One area of interest from a forest inventory perspective is to
determine how consistent the forest cover polygons interpreted
by the RPF from the GeoStereo GeoEye-1 image are when
compared with the conventional base forest cover map derived
from aerial photography.

For the Hesquiat area, the current forest cover map polygons
have a photo interpretation date between 1990 and 1997. Some
of the forest cover may have changed since that time, for
example due to harvesting, which would make the GeoEye-1
image polygons more accurate. Figures 29 to 32 illustrate the
polygons interpreted by the RPF from the GeoEye-1 satellite
imagery, from both the RGB (Figure 29) and NIR (Figure 30)
stereo pairs.

A total of 32 polygons were interpreted from the false colour
near infrared (NIR) image (Figure 31) and 15 polygons were
interpreted from the RGB image (Figure 32). Table 9 indicates
which forest polygons were interpreted from which image, and
the number of FC1 polygons per interpreted polygon. To be
classified as a particular cover type, the majority of the polygon
must be of the same type as the FC1 polygons that it intersects.
If an interpreted polygon does not have any one cover type in
majority, that polygon is not counted.

The CW_HW and HW_CW classes appear to be the easiest to
interpret from either the RGB or the NIR image. The DR_HW
class is listed but does not have any polygons counted because
less than half of any interpreted polygon contained this class.

Figure 29. Interpreted forest cover polygons from natural colour GeoEye-1 imagery overlaid on the GeoEye-1 (left) and IKONOS

(right) satellite imagery. (Note: black band in the left-hand image is a seam left by mosaicking separate images together.)


